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abstract

North America has long been an industrial mecca of the world, its railroads, harbours and factories built by industrialists in 
the eighteen hundreds.  Although human interest in these activities is great, seldom have industrial sites been considered 
suitable for pairing with passive recreation.  This graduation project proposes that landscape planning and design can 
include citizen participation in the industrial landscape.  Based on an understanding of the connections between people, 
industry, and land, this may ultimately lead to modes of experiencing the landscape that call attention to the particulars of 
place and the richness of our industrial heritage.  In the case of Prince Rupert, where industrial activity drives the water-
front, the working harbour is a highly sensorial environment embedded with meanings of place and time, a place where 
landscape and lifestyle are intertwined.  Yet, the public has limited access to this interesting shoreline.  Through exploring 
the parallels between the processes and activities of the waterfront and the community’s connection to the coast, can sen-
sitive and site-adaptive development along the water give citizens access to the wonders of a working harbour?  

“All places exist somewhere between the inside and the outside views of them,    
the ways in which they compare to, and contrast with, other places.  A sense of    
place is a virtual immersion that depends on lived experience and a topographical   
intimacy” (Lippard 1997)
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section one: project overview and context
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section 1.1  industrial waterfronts in landscape architecture               

Our industrial past is celebrated in increasing fashion in contempo-
rary landscape design.  In the case of waterfronts, interest in indus-
trial heritage has been demonstrated by the successful transforma-
tion of many abandoned sites.  Emscher Park along the canals of 
the Ruhr Valley and Gas Works park on the shores of Lake Union in 
Seattle (fi gures 1.1 and 1.2) are among many examples of reclaimed 
industrial waterfronts evolving into recreational parks.  Yet this cel-
ebration of the wonders of industry takes place to a large degree on 
post-industrial sites and not in working waterfronts.  In this respect 
Prince Rupert is an anomaly in an increasingly post-industrial con-
text, and an opportunity to protect both an activity and citizen partici-
pation in an interesting landscape that is part of our living environ-
ment.

The pairing of industry with passive recreation and other activities 
may be possible with compatible waterfront industries such as ship-
ping, fi shing, and coastal tourism.  These activities are on the rise 
worldwide - fi shing and fi sh products provide direct employment to 
38 million people worldwide, and coastal tourism is one of the fastest 
growing sectors of global tourism (UNEP 2006).

What role can landscape architects play in the industrial landscape?
In considering landscape architecture’s broadening role in the city 
Denis Cosgrove suggests “stretching landscape’s meanings beyond 
conventional attachment to a delimited and consciously designed 
section of the natural world and to spaces subtended to the survey-
ing eye” (Cosgrove 1999, p.221).  He conceives landscape today as 
unbounded, fl exible, mobile and composed of forms, connections, 
and spaces.  In the context of industrial waterfront design this project 
will consider a working harbour as a “complex functional, spatial, 
and, to a degree, visual whole” (p.222).

fi gure 1.1   emscher park, ruhr valley
source: www.creda.it

fi gure 1.2   gas works park, seattle
source: www.seattle.gov
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section 1.2  introduction to project

Why is there a need for a waterfront master plan?

Prince Rupert is a small town in transition.  Typical of many small 
towns in BC, there is a shift away from resource-based industry 
(fi shing and traditional shipping) towards other economic generators 
- in this case, expansion of container shipping and cruise ship activ-
ity.   Prince Rupert’s evolving economy and identity have highlighted 
the need for a re-evaluation of its waterfront (see fi gures 1.3 and 
1.4).  It should be noted that while the primary economic generators 
have shifted, they remain tied to the water. 

The essential nature of a port is a place for the “movement of prod-
ucts and people” (Port Authority 2000) and a place where certain 
services are provided.  However, it can also be a recreational and 
civic destination and a place that celebrates our valued industrial ac-
tivities and landscapes.  For this island city the waterfront is a ‘gate-
way’ or ‘interface’ between sea and land, visitor and resident, wildlife 
and human, labourer and recreational user - it is the identity of the 
city.  The city’s geography makes it unique.  Located in northern Brit-
ish Columbia, it is a major international port for the Province.  It has 
the deepest year-round ice-free harbour in North America, and is 
two to four days closer sailing to Asia than Vancouver.  A cruise ship 
dock was recently constructed and a new container handling facil-
ity will be completed in October 2007.  The Premier of BC envisions 
that “Prince Rupert could soon become a major port that can load 
and unload two, three or perhaps even four million containers, every 
year” (Cernetig).  That would be double the container traffi c currently 
handled by all of Canada’s western ports (see fi gure 1.5).

Currently, the major waterfront users are CN, the Port Authority, BC 
Ferries, the water taxi, local marinas, the cruise ship dock, sea-
planes, water taxis, and fi sh plants.  They all require direct access 
to the water.  Yet due to limited public access the waterfront area 
remains grossly underused by the community.  The potential for the 
enhancement of this edge is great – and stands to benefi t both the 
community and the increasing number of tourists in the city.

fi gure1.3 
(000’s) export of coal, grain, lum-
ber, woodpellets, steel, logs and 
liquid wax

fi gure 1.4

traditional port tonnage cruise ship passengers

container port capacity

fi gure 1.5 
(container capacity in million TEUs) 
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section 1.3  statement of intent

The coast is a vital part of British Columbia, and for some people, a way of life.  While some communities celebrate their waterfront land-
scapes with public spaces and programming, others have vibrant working harbours that remain inaccessible and underutilized by citizens.  
Understanding the physical context of the coastal environment as well as its connection to developing a sense of place, can lead to new in-
terpretations of waterfront land use and and activities, add new layers of meaning to this important landscape and in turn contribute to main-
taining a strong community character.   The notion that an industrial harbour is a valuable place with layers of meaning should be explored in 
the design of a master plan for the Prince Rupert waterfront.

project goal

To incorporate an understanding of coastal process, industrial activity and community character in waterfront design.

objectives

 1. to understand the processes of the northern BC coastal environment.
 2. to capture the sense of place expressed by the community of Prince Rupert.
 3. to explore design possibilities of combining public spaces and programming with a working harbour.
 4. to create a master plan for the Prince Rupert waterfront that incorporates notions of a dynamic coastal environment, enhances   
     existing industrial and cultural systems and provides opportunities for increased interaction along the edge.
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section 1.4  site-adaptive framework

Site-adaptive design and planning is when the unique-
ness of a site remains the central force and guide in 
the development of the project.

As a guide in the research and design process, a site-
adaptive mode for Prince Rupert has been developed 
to outline the study of the biophysical and sociocultural 
systems of this place (fi gure 1.6).

For the Prince Rupert waterfront a site-adaptive ap-
proach would consider foremost the geomorphic 
system at play.  As the primary system in the coastal 
environment it dictates the type of coastal environment 
that is established.

Approaches to coastal planning must be be driven by 
an understanding of the forces at play to ensure the 
survival and well-being of our waterfronts as the special 
places they are.  Historically, “many of the problems 
with human intervention have arisen from the ethos 
that we have to protect and enshrine the coast as we 
fi nd it” (French 1997).   

The framework will also incorporate an inventory and 
analysis of the industrial and cultural nature of the 
waterfront (steps 1-4) as well as a sense of place study 
that includes community participation (step 7).

3. Inventory and 
    Analysis

1. Identify 
    Problems &
    Opportunities

2. Establish Hypothesis
    ie. early concepts/     
    approaches 

4. Detailed
    Studies

8. Detailed
    Designs

5. Planning
   Concepts

7. Community 
Involvement

fi gure 1.6
design and planning framework

6. Formulation of
    Alternatives

9. Testing &
    Evaluation
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section 1.4  site adaptive framework

The site-adaptive framework will be used for assessing, planning 
and designing in this project.  The overarching objective is to seek 
out the essential nature of Prince Rupert as an environment and 
place.  Then to fi nd ways of incorporating public space and indus-
trial activity in ways that enhance their meaning for the community.

A telescoping of scales will be useful in the process of developing 
a successful master plan for the Prince Rupert waterfront.  The 
following issues will be addressed at the regional, local and site 
scales:

Regional how does Prince Rupert fi t into the  
  greater context?  

Local  what should a waterfront master plan provide?

Site  how to weave human-scale recreational 
   and civic functions into the working harbour 
  that acknowledge an identity of place?

Acquiring a specifi c knowledge base is the goal of the initial re-
search at all scales. 

Research Design
(1st Approximation)

New Questions Design
(2nd Approximation)

New Questions

fi gure 1.7   design + research 
                   fl ow chart

The regional study will examine patterns of movement (vehicular, 
air, marine and rail), economic fl ows, patterns of production and 
the nature of the coastal system.

At the local and site scales the physical analysis of the waterfront 
includes a study of themes in geomorphology, climate, viewsheds, 
hydrology and land use.

An additional area of investigation entails capturing the identity of 
Prince Rupert - what qualities of the character of Prince Rupert 
should be preserved?  If tourism becomes increasingly important 
(as trends would indicate) how does the city maintain its unique 
identity as a coastal community?  What geographical, historical 
and cultural elements defi ne and create this place?

Throughout the process of defi ning and re-defi ning the research 
question, I will strive to synthesize the activities of research and 
design with the goal of allowing each to inform the other (fi gure 
1.7).  While ‘design’ and ‘research’ are different activities they are 
of equal value and their union can lead to a stronger design solu-
tion.
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section 1.5  defi ning sense of place

Defi ning sense of place is a diffi cult task because, as Edward Relph 
(1993) explains it, “places are made from the inside out” (p.34).  
This defi nition implies that the creation of sense of place derives 
from an emergence of a genius loci, or spirit of place, from the 
involvement of a community and from the land.  In landscape archi-
tecture, place occupies a pivotal role as it involves the linking of the 
land with patterns of activity and culture.

On a basic level place may be defi ned as a specifi c landscape with:
 • built elements
 • natural elements
 • patterns of social activity
 • layers of meaning, perceptions
   
Places grow, change and decline with the individuals and groups 
who maintain or ignore them (Relph 1993).  Yet many meanings are 
embedded in the territory and spirit of the place.  Font (1993) lists 
fi ve essential qualities that defi ne a landscape (p.165):

1) thing     2) order     3) character     4) light     5) time

In Recovering Landscape, Hoyer (1999) offers a similar but slightly 
more specifi c way of deducing the essential nature of place charac-
ter.  His six qualities include:

1) colour    2) structure    3) materials    4) space    5) light    6) time

These qualities are for the most part experientially perceived and 
their local manifestation in a landscape contributes to the unique 
character of a certain region or place.  Hoyer proposes their analy-
sis as a useful tool in site-adaptive planning.

Recent concern with recognizing and celebrating sense of place 
“represents a shift away form economic defi nitions of human-envir-
onment relationships toward more holistic perspectives often em-
bodied in the term” (Williams 1998, p.21)  This trend could be a re-
sponse to globalization and the spread of mass culture.  The result 
is a heightened recognition of sense of place, and often, a return to 
the local.  

Topophilia, or “the affective bond between people and place” (Tuan 
1974, p.4) is another way of describing the elusive concept of sense 
of place.  This defi nition captures the important component of hu-
man relationships to resources, lands, landscapes, and ecosystems.
Indeed, sense of place can and does encompass both natural and 
social phenomena.

sense of place and the senses
As the phrase suggests, sense of place does emerge from the sens-
es (Lippard 1997, p.34).  While vision tends to dominate the senses, 
our hearing, smell, taste, and touch combine to allow us to perceive 
and evaluate the spaces around us (Tuan 1974).  Some notions of 
our perceptual parameters include:

vision- human eyes are remarkably accurate at discerning colour 
gradations and three dimensional objects; but, seeing is selective.
auditory sense- although not acute, our experience of space is 
greatly extended by our hearing; unlike sight, it cannot be closed.
tactile sense- our hands can feel the difference between a smooth 
pane of glass and one with grooves 1/2500 of an inch deep; one 
can tell the difference between plastic, metal, paper or wood by tap-
ping the surface with a fi ngernail.
smell- our store of memories is related to the olfactory portion of the 
brain.
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Places can be felt as an extension of the body as one passes 
through them and becomes part of the landscape.  In consequence, 
a phenomenological approach to analysis can be particularly reveal-
ing of a place’s character.

sense of place and the sea
Human attraction to the coast is ubiquitous but easy to understand 
in terms of topophilia.  Spatially, the land represents home and 
security while the ocean and horizon call for adventure.  The coastal 
environment evokes all the senses with its grains of sand, crash of 
waves, taste of seafood, and the refracting of sunlight on the water.  
It offers both rejuvenation and sustenance.  Waterfronts are both

dynamic and ephemeral - two aspects of the environment that tend 
to be highly valued.  Looking at the processes and qualities of a 
particular coastal environment may provide clues to understanding 
how it relates to sense of place.  Futhermore, the application of this 
knowledge to waterfront management and design could lead to a 
unique and layered experience of landscape. 

In conclusion, the following table was compiled to summarize char-
acteristics of ‘less place-based’ and ‘more place-based’ approaches 
to waterfront planning and design.  A ‘more place-based’ approach 
is evidenced by an understanding of the spatial realities of the site, 
the environment and human-land patterns.

Planning/Design Parameter    Approach    Reference
     less place-based    more place-based    
 
Consideration of Coastal          
Process:    static   changing   French, Beatley, Marsh
            

Programming:    prescribed  fl exible    Lippard  

Driving Force:    economics  culture/ecology  Hester

Sense of Place:   visual    phenomenological  Relph, Hoyer, Font

table 1.1  approaches to waterfront planning and design
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section 1.6  precedents 

As mentioned previously, most waterfront redevelopment projects in 
North America and Europe involve urban waterfronts within a post-
industrial context.  Prince Rupert differs in that is both small in popu-
lation and a working harbour.  Nevertheless, a range of precedents 
can be instructive in exposing a variety of goals, strategies, and 
solutions in waterfront planning and design.  Three precedents were 
chosen to compare a range of approaches that could be applied to 
Prince Rupert.  

Manteo, North Carolina, a small waterfront town on the East Coast 
of the United States went through an economic transition and sought 
a way to maintain its unique character in the process.  Citizens were 
involved by the designers to help defi ne and preserve the communi-
ty’s sense of place.  

 

Crissy Field, San Fransisco, the former Presidio airfi eld, has recently 
been restored as a tidal marsh and public park.  It serves as an ex-
ample of balancing natural and cultural processes in coastal design.  

Finally, Granville Island, touted as an “urban oasis”, shows how 
imaginative programming and mixed land use can transform the 
identity of a heavy industrial area.

The table of approaches presented in section 1.5 (see table 1.1) will 
be used to identify the degree and manner of place-based param-
eters apparent in the three approaches.
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Manteo, North Carolina

Project: Community Design Plan
Designer: Randy Hester
Date: 1985
Client: City of Manteo

Formally a bustling trade centre, the traditional economy of the small 
coastal community of Manteo plummeted in the 1950’s.  Becoming 
a tourist destination was a potential way to turn around the town, but 
the mayor and the citizens alike feared that the charm and rituals of 
their small town life would be lost in development.  

The city hired Randy Hester initially to redesign the waterfront, and 
then extended his contract to develop a community design plan that 
would help guide the town through its transition.  In order to pre-
serve the community character, daily rituals and lifestyles that the 
residents cherished, Hester began a community-wide discussion to 
uncover the valued social patterns and places in Manteo.
Through conversations with residents, surveys, and activity map-
ping, Hester identifi ed the places most essential to the life of the 
town.  Valued places that he identifi ed included the town launch, the 
marshes and the christmas tree in the gravel parking lot.  Valued 
patterns included hanging out at the docks, checking out the water 
and the tides, and catching fi sh (Hester 1985).  The designers found 
that in Manteo landscape and lifestyle were intertwined.

Hester then made a list and map of these places, ranked by impor-
tance, which became known as the “Sacred Structure” (fi gure 1.8).  
It quickly became apparent that only two of the sacred places were 
protected by zoning or preservation laws.  The sacred structure 
document was sent to all residents and became a part of planning 
documents that were used in negotiation when sites became pro-
posed for redevelopment.  The community’s unconscious attach-

fi gure 1.8  the Manteo Sacred Structure
               source: Hester 1985

ment to special places became collective through this offi cial docu-
ment, a process that aimed to protect the valued landscapes and 
rituals of Manteo as it transitioned to become a boat-building and 
tourist attraction.
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Among other successes, the structure prevented the marshes 
from being developed and led to convincing developers to do more 
infi ll development instead of razing and building large commercial 
structures.  Although some economic potential was lost, places 
considered to have a value higher than dollars were protected from 
encroachment. 

While Hester’s sacred structure provides a framework for future zon-
ing and social design decisions, it stops short of identifying the more 
experiential nature of Manteo as a place.  What sounds and smells 
and sights do residents value as they walk from the post offi ce to the 
sea?  What exactly did the community value about the docks?  Their 
materials and structure; or the view they provided to the marina?

Planning/Design Parameter    Approach    Reference
     less place-based    more place-based    
 
Consideration of Coastal          
Process:    static   changing   French, Beatley, Marsh
            

Programming:    prescribed  fl exible    Lippard  

Driving Force:    economics  culture/ecology  Hester

Sense of Place:   visual    phenomenological  Relph, Hoyer, Font

table 1.2  Manteo approach to waterfront planning and design

It also calls to question how long such a document can be used.  
Will the town’s special values and patterns evolve over time, and if 
so, how will the sacred structure evolve?  Despite the questions that 
arise, Hester’s commendable and innovative process of capturing 
the ideas and opinions of the community provides a useful example 
of how to involve town residents in design and planning.  His sacred 
structure method provides a mechanism for recognizing and legiti-
mizing the small daily rituals that contribute to a strong community 
character.  Hester notes that this strategy works best for small towns 
in transition seeking a “successful metamorphosis that builds on 
rather than destroys the existing sense of community” (p.22).

culture/ecology 

prescribed  

   
static   

phenomenological  
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Crissy Field, San Fransisco 

Project: Public Park
Landscape Architect: Hargreaves Associates
Date: 2000
Size: 100 acres
Client: National Park Service, Golden Gate National Parks 
 Conservancy

Looking back on a larger time scale, Crissy Field has had three peri-
ods in its life.  Originally, it was back dune tidal marsh for thousands 
of years.  In the early 1900’s it was fi lled in and became a military 
airfi eld for the next century.  The army eliminated the marsh with 
causeways that blocked the tidal exchange, then fi lled it in with mud 
and sand.  The newly reclaimed land was ten feet above sea level, 
and erased all traces of tidal marsh.  The army periodically placed 
rubble at the beach to armor it against erosion. Rubble and a chain 
link fence were against the beautiful backdrop of the Golden Gate 
bridge.  In its third and present phase the fi eld was reclaimed as one 
of single largest public open spaces in San Fransisco. 

The designers, Hargreaves Associates, proposed a layering of natu-
ral and cultural systems on the site.  They decided to synthesize a 
technically functioning marsh to accommodate recreation, education 
and interpretive programming.  The overall park program balances 
natural systems (20 acre marsh, airfi eld meadow, restored dunes) 
with cultural systems (street, bike lane, park, shoreline promenade, 
picnic area, warming hut, historic Coast Guard Station, interpretive 
centre, and restrooms).  

However, the success of the functioning natural systems on an eco-
logical level is in question.  While the marsh is truly functioning, the 
sand dunes are not – the sculpted dunes abstractly signify the effect 
of the wind on the land and are planted with grass.  

Even the marsh itself highlights the challenges of designing in

a changing coastal system.  The salt marsh was once part of a 
much larger hydrologic system beyond the legal boundaries of the 
current site.  Normally, its tidal channel would shift periodically, 
but the new tidal channel is fi xed in location and will remain in one 
place.  In 1999, when the marsh was fi nally reconnected to the 
ocean it became a spontaneous community event.  Five hundred 
people watched and cheered as an excavator dug through the mud 
and let in the tide.   

Though a concrete culvert would have been hydrologically superior 
for the tidal channel, a “natural-looking” culvert was put in place.  
The client could not secure funding until they had a plan with a 
“natural-looking” marsh.  It highlights the common, but erroneous 
assumption that in a coastal system ‘natural’ = nature.  

Crissy Field is a powerful paradox and an approach to design that 
argues to collapse the dichotomy between natural and cultural land-
scapes. 

It also makes evident the often paradoxical mandate of designing 
for these systems, that remains a constant challenge for landscape 
architects in the coastal zone and beyond. 
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fi gure 1.9  Hargreaves Assoc. plan of Crissy Field
                    source: Crissy Field Centre  

Planning/Design Parameter    Approach    Reference
     less place-based    more place-based    
 
Consideration of Coastal          
Process:    static   changing   French, Beatley, Marsh
            

Programming:    prescribed  fl exible    Lippard  

Driving Force:    economics  culture/ecology  Hester

Sense of Place:   visual    phenomenological  Relph, Hoyer, Font

table 1.2  Crissy Field approach to waterfront planning and design

culture/ecology  

    
changing   

prescribed  

phenomenological  
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Granville Island, Vancouver 

Project: Granville Island Redevelopment
Architect: Hotson Bakker Architects
Date: Initiated in 1972
Size: 37 acres
Client: Canada Housing and Mortgage Corporation (CMHC)

In the 1970s, Granville Island began a transformation from an 
industrial eyesore to an urban amenity.   Taken over by the CMHC, 
the government envisioned a new character for the island - a com-
bination of industry, amusement, entertainment, culture and educa-
tion.  The island became a sort of urban park with hundreds of uses.  
Some of the unique goals of its redevelopment included an effort 
to maintain the industrial character of the island, to reinforce the 
pedestrian environment, and to provide public access to the water’s 
edge.

Mixed land use remains at the core of the development with a total 
of fourteen land uses on site including industrial, arts and crafts, 
institutional, maritime, community and recreation, performing arts, 
restaurants and entertainment, retail, offi ce, residentail , hotel, and 
temporary uses.  The four water uses include fl oathouse, residential, 
barge (community and recreational), private moorage, and public 
moorage (Hotson Bakker 1986).

Forty percent of the land is public open space (fi gure 2.0).  The ac-
tive and fl exible nature of this open space is unique as most public 
open spaces in Vancouver are passive in nature.  Parking lots can 
be cleared out for special events, docks offer views of an active 
waterfront and businesses are encouraged to animate the spaces 
surrounding their buildings.  

Cyclists and pedestrians have priority on the streets but vehicles 
can access the site to circulate, make deliveries or park in one of 
the 1500 parking spaces scattered around the island.  It should be

noted that the mix of circulation types gives life to the streetscape 
in part due to the absence of sidewalks and in part due to a clear 
hierarchy of circulation.

In addition to vehicles, an aquabus ferry provides transportation 
from the water, a unique and experiential way to arrive on the island.  
The potential for rail is present but underutilized.  Rail trackage 
could service industries, move people, or rail cars could provide 
enclosures for small tenancies to further animate the street.

Programming initiated by tenants is encouraged, especially activities 
of a festive or cultural nature.  The goal is to maximise the program-
ming in the streets and open areas.  Markets, retail, outdoor enter-
tainment, and recreation dominate during the day and after dark 
theatre and bars come alive.

While the materiality of the island refl ects its industrial past, the rela-
tive absence of industries is seen as loss.  The amount of industrial 
activity on the island falls well short of the ideal the CMHC had orin-
ally hoped for.
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fi gure 2.0  Granville Island open space plan
               source: Hotson Bakker 1986

Planning/Design Parameter    Approach    Reference
           less place-based              more place-based    

Consideration of Coastal          
Process:    static   changing   French, Beatley, Marsh
            

Programming:    prescribed  fl exible    Lippard  

Driving Force:    economics  culture/ecology  Hester

Sense of Place:   visual    phenomenological  Relph, Hoyer, Font

table 1.3  Granville Island approach to waterfront planning and design

   
static   

economics  

fl exible    

phenomenological  
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Precedent Conclusions 

These precedents range in emphasis from implementing processes 
for determining community character, to zoning and programming 
generated, to an emphasis on design.  Manteo, North Carolina re-
veals how communities can play a role in place-making.  It demon-
strates how recoginizing the value of small daily patterns and rituals 
can help to protect spaces important to the activities and character 
of the town.  

Crissy Field aims at using design to synthesize natural and cultural 
systems on a waterfront site.  The bridge over the tidal channel al-
lows visitors to witness the tide at work while participating in passive 
recreational activities.  Circulation is managed to provide views to 
areas that may not necessarily be accessed.

Finally, Granville Island shows how industrial infrastructure can be 
transformed through creative programming to combine a working 
environment with more public uses.  It demonstrates how designing 
for temporary uses can increase use of a site, such as a parking lot 
that is cleared for festivals.  The plan also highlights the risk of los-
ing the industries that drew people to the area in the fi rst place, and 
leaving infrastructure unexploited, such as rail.
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section three: the site - physical context
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section 2.1 context of region and site

Prince Rupert is situated at the northern tip of the coast of British Columbia near the mouth of the Skeena River.  Although located on an 
island, a short bridge to the mainland connects Kaien Island to the continent.  Prince Rupert is the western terminus of Canadian National 
Railway (CNR) and the Yellowhead Highway.

Chatham Sound

Kaien Island

Skeena River

Highway 16

Harbour

     City of 
Prince Rupert

Mt. Hays

Harbour

fi gure 2.1   the region

fi gure 2.2   the city

Seal
Cove
Seaplane 
Base

Site of future
Container 
Port fi gure 2.3  the waterfront

Rushbrook Floats

Rail yard Cruise 
Dock

Seal Cove
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section 2.2  introduction to site

“The waterfront is one of Prince Rupert’s greatest assets” (McEl-
hanny 1985).

In fact, the waterfront is much more than an asset; it is the founda-
tion of the local economy and the source of the city’s special char-
acter.  Due to economic development, the shipping, rail and fi shing 
industries have historically had control of the waterfront.  This reality, 
as well as a steep bank which physically separates the community 
from the shore have limited public access and use of the waterfront.  

The harbour environment is extremely deep and well-protected, 
making it an ideal location for a port.  It is also a reason why most of 
the developable waterfront land has been used for industry since the 
town was established (fi gure 2.4).  There have been few opportuni-
ties for introducing recreation and civic functions near the harbour, 
but the potential and will for increased programming and public ac-
cess to the water exist and will be discussed further in section three.

The City of Prince Rupert has expressed a desire to re-envision the 
waterfront and has begun initiatives to do so.  In November 2006, 
the mayor announced that, “the city is at a pivotal point in its evo-
lution - with opportunities linked to the expansion of the port, in-
creased tourism and economic development projects we hope will  

 

translate into community growth” (The Daily News 2006). 

In the redeveloped Cow Bay area, former industrial buildings have 
been converted into shops, restaurants and galleries.  A new single-
berth cruise ship dock allows visitors to disembark in Cow Bay, with 
access to downtown.  A Rotary waterfront park completed next to 
the railyard and the Kwinitsa railway museum were the fi rst real pub-
lic space on the water.  A major recreational trail recently installed 
by the City is the “Millennium Walkway”, a walking trail linking the 
Rotary park to McClymont Park, the major green open space within 
the city (see fi gure 2.6). 

The City has also considered locating a new “fl oating library” on the 
waterfront to promote access to books among outlying villages, but 
a location and funding have not yet been determined. 

The City has several goals for the waterfront.  They include:

- gateway to harbour
- greater public access
- link between downtown and waterfront
- assure place of present users
- diverse mix of activities and land uses

 

open          old      new        tourism -        
space               industrial             industrial      recreation

fi gure 2.4  existing waterfront land uses

      commercial       residential
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A shift linked to the decline of traditional resource based industries 
and a recognition of tourism as a source of economic growth has 
led to the re-evaluation of places such as the docks, fi sh plants and 
industrial lands as places worth exploring and experiencing.  The 
recreational viewing of these harbour activities could be incorporated 
into future design and planning decisions.  In Prince Rupert, where 
landscape is a way of life, community interest in the working harbour 
is exemplifi ed by festivals such as ‘Seafest’, and an annual fi reworks 
and music gathering to send-off the fi rst cruise ship of the season as it 
leaves port.

Yet at the same time, in the context of population shifts, changing 
technology and new markets Prince Rupert could be poised with the 
potential for a loss of sense of place.  In the former fi shing village of 
Steveston, BC, the notion of a ‘working waterfront’ was sought in its 
redevelopment, but industry and fi shermen were eventually driven 
out.  How can the valued life-styles, activities and landscapes of the 
waterfront be identifi ed and celebrated in the face of change? 

The analysis and research portion of this project will attempt to iden-
tify the coastal, industrial and place-related patterns that characterize 
Prince Rupert’s waterfront and defi ne it as a place.



fi gure 2.6  Prince Rupert waterfront and context
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section 2.3  defi ning the coastal zone

Described in its most basic terms the coast is the boundary be-
tween land and sea.  The land stops waves, and serve as a store 
of sediment.  Tides and winds in turn bring waves that shape the 
land in various ways (French 1997).  Coasts are not permanent 
- coastal landforms are constantly either eroding or accreting.  

    Coastal form

 Waves, tide   Sediment 
   current   movement

The coast is a dynamic environment that changes on a number of 
times scales.  Over long periods of time coastal change is dra-
matic but relatively predictable.  The change can be either gradual 
or episodic. 

Coastlines may be classifi ed in a number of ways.  Classifi ca-
tion according to the dominate process at work gives three main 
groups: wave dominated, tide dominated and wind dominated.

Wave dominated Tide dominated Wind dominated

   High         Low
        Energy

Following this process-based classifi cation of coasts the Prince 
Rupert coastline is wave dominated.  This means that morphologi-
cally, the coast is dominated by wave processes.  It is also a high 
energy environment which contains cliffs and shingle beaches.  
Wave dominated coasts generally lack fi ne sediments as the en-
ergy levels are too high for deposition to occur.

Because of the plunging cliff off Kaien Island (up to 16m depth), 
the waves do not break and much of the wave energy is refl ected.

fi gure 2.7    7 day tidal prediction
source: Fisheries and Oceans Canada

Local tides are diurnal meaning there are two high tides, and two low 
tides per day.  As the tides rise and fall more than twenty feet every 
twelve hours, the coastline is constantly in fl ux, especially in the inter-
tidal zone.

A bluff averaging 15m in height lines most of the waterfront (see fi gure 
2.8).

fi gure 2.8   typical waterfront section
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fi gure 2.9   coastal geology 
source: Crawford 1999

This portion of the north coast has an underlay of foliated metamor-
phic bedrock (fi gure 2.9).  The rock along the harbour is mainly mica-
ceous schist.  In order to make the ledge along the waterfront acces-
sible by rail, 400,000 cubic yards of rock were blasted and removed 
(City 1995).

While most of the shoreline has been altered to accomodate industrial 
activity, the harbour itself is naturally deep and does not require dredg-
ing.

shear zone            kaien island
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section 2.4    time scales and coastal change

Time and change are important dimensions in landscape planning 
and design.  Their consideration plays a role in making decisions 
about the appropriate development of the landscape and the cre-
ation of meaningful places.  This is especially true in a coastal envi-
ronment, which is dictated by forces working at varying time scales 
(see fi gure 3.0).  In ecologically sensitive development, considering 
time scales of at least several human generations, or more than a 
century is expecially critical (Forman 1990).  Yet, planning and politi-
cal decisions tend to be short-term, usually hours or years.   

Two dimensions of time exist concurrently: it is both linear (popula-
tion growth, plant growth) and cyclical (succession, sun and moon, 
tides).  Marc Treib notes that, “Time relected in change, and change 
refl ected in time may just be the key to understanding the natural 
world and our place within it” (p.41).  

One of the greatest challenges for understanding our coasts is 
perceiving and working within the geologic time scale.  The chart in 
fi gure 3.0 parallels human and coastal processes within the abso-
lute time scale.  Evidence of varying time scales of change on the 
waterfront of Prince Rupert was assembled following this chart and 
is presented in fi gure 3.1.

Time Scales of Coastal Change in Relation to Absolute 
Time Scales, Human Processes and Coastal Processes

fi gure 3.0  time scales of coastal change
adapted from French 1997
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Time Scales of Coastal Change in Relation to Absolute 
Time Scales, Human Processes and Coastal Processes

fi gure 3.1  time scales of coastal change 
in Prince Rupert
adapted from French 1997
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section 2.4   time scales and coastal change
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section 2.5  climate comparison

average temp (C):
Prince Rupert   1.3 2.5 3.9 6.0 8.7 11.1 13.1 13.5 11.3 7.9 4.1 2.2 7.1 
Vancouver   3.3 4.8 6.6 9.2 12.5 15.2 17.5 17.6 14.6 10.1 6.0 3.5 10.1

avg rainfall (mm):
Prince Rupert   218 179 174 173 140 124 114 155 244 378 294 246 2469 
Vancouver   139 114 112 84 68 55 40 39 54 113 179 161 1155 

avg days with rainfall >5mm:
Prince Rupert   11 10 11 10 9 8 8 9 11 18 15 14 135 
Vancouver   9 8 7 6 5 3 3 3 4 7 11 10 74

avg snowfall (cm):
Prince Rupert   41 26 17 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 27 126 
Vancouver   17 10 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 16 48

jan feb mar apr may june july aug sep oct nov dec year

fi gure 3.2 climate comparison
source of data: Environment Canada

A comparison with the Vancouver climate puts the data from Prince Rupert into per-
spective.  The most noteworthy is the rainfall data - in general the northcoast gets twice 
the rainfall and number of days with rain as the lower mainland (an average of 1.3 addi-
tional metres of rain each year).  Like Vancouver, but unlike most of the rest of Canada, 
Prince Rupert gets relatively little snowfall.  This means that many outdoor activities can 
take place year-round.

The amount of rainfall in Prince Rupert is a source of pride for many people, such as 
the record rainfall of 1991 which marked the city as one of the wettest spots in Canada.  
Most activities take place whether it is raining or not.  The rainfall is described in a 
variety of ways, the most common being the mist and intermittant drizzle.  The climate 
is directedly related to the boggy acidic soils, the abundance of muskeg and the fast 
growth of vegetation - succession occurs at an excelerated rate.  Anything abandoned 
to the elements will quickly rust or become overgrown with mosses or pioneer species.

mist

intermittant drizzle

downpour

thunder storm

continuous drizzle

types and character of rainfall
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section 2.6   key views

fi gure 3.4:  coastal mountains and harbour from the Rotary waterfront park

fi gure 3.3:  towering cruise ship from the foot of McBride street

fi gure 3.7:  cruise ship berth from the Millennium Walkway

fi gures 3.8 + 3.9:  fi shing 
boats docked at rushbrook 
harbour 

fi gures 4.0 + 4.1:  arrival 
and departure of fl oat-
planes at seal cove sea 
plane base

fi gure 3.5:  container port construction site from the visitor viewing area fi gure 3.6:  waterfront map
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section 2.7   orientation and  structure of port
waterfront hydrology

Hays Creek

Morse
 Creek

Prince Rupert harbour



medium 
habitat value

low 
habitat value

fi gure 4.3  foreshore classifi cation
adapted from community mapping network

Hays Creek

Morse
 Creek

Prince Rupert Harbour

The only areas of signifi cant habitat along the waterfront are the sloughs at the mouths of Morse and Hays creeks.  Most of the harbour is protected by docks or 
rip-rap and has low habitat value.

fi gure 4.4  materials imported into West Coast ports via container
                source: Prince Rupert Port Authority

patterns of production

high 
habitat value

fi gure 4.5  materials exported from West Coast ports via container
      source: Prince Rupert Port Authority

Misc Consumer          Furniture         Textile/Clothing   Autos/Auto Parts Iron/Steel
                  Home&Bldg           Machines/Parts        Misc Industrial         Electronics       Toys/Sports Equip  

    Wood Pulp        Spec.Crops    Hay/Alfalfa           Soya Beans          Newsprint Others
 Lumber        WastePaper      Fresh/Froz.Pork           Malt Scrap Metal 

section 2.7   orientation and  structure of port
habitat patterns
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fi gure 4.6  edge conditions
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section 2.7   orientation and  structure of port
edge conditions
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to China
10 days

to Chicago
108 hours

fi gure 4.7  movement of goods and people

to Ketchikan, Alaska
6 hours

to Port Hardy
18 hours
to Skidegate
6.5 hours

to Masset
45 minutes
to Port Simpson
15 minutes

to Alaska
7-11 days

to Hartley Bay 
3.5 hours

to Jasper 
1 day 7 hours

symbol  

destination  Chicago  China   Port Hardy  Ketchikan  Jasper   Alaska   Masset    

vessel type  intermodal train  container ship  ferry   ferry   passenger train  cruise ship  fl oat plane  

capacity  180 TEU, double-stack 12,500 TEU  600 passengers  450 passengers  3+ cars   1918 passengers 1-4 passengers

frequency  24hrs   24 hrs   3x week  2x week  2x week  may-sept  daily

section 2.7   orientation and  structure of port
movement of goods and people
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fi gure 4.9  open space

When looking at the various zones of land use existing on the waterfront several important undeveloped or “open” spaces are revealed.  These spaces indicated below are owned by 
various stakeholders but at present are vacant or have little infrastructure.  Old and new industries are clustered along the water in several major nodes.  At present Rushbrook Floats is 
the only node where industry and recreation coinhabit a space - the docks accomodate both recreational and commericial fi shing boats and are also the site of the Polar Bear swim.

open space

section 2.7   orientation and  structure of port
undeveloped open space
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industrial

tourism -
recreation

commercial
residential

new
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  in
dustr
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open 
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fi gure 4.8  land use
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section three:  character study
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section 3.1  visualization of phenomenology

A look at Hoyer’s essential qualities that defi ne landscape character, as experienced on the Prince Rupert waterfront.

colour

materials

structure

time

light

sept 1/06  9:12 pm    9:14 pm   9:15 pm   9:27 pm   9:28 pm
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section 3.2  activity mapping

fi gure 5.0  activity mapping at the container port viewing bluff fi gure 5.1  activity mapping at Rotary waterfront park

HANGING OUT AT THE WATERFRONT  
01/07/07  3:52pm

WATCHING THE CONTAINER PORT CONSTRUCTION  
01/02/07  11:26am
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section 3.2  activity mapping

fi gure 5.2  activity mapping at rushbrook fl oats fi gure 5.3  activity mapping at seal cove seaplane base

ARRIVING AT SEAL COVE  
12/23/06  1:10pm

AT THE BOAT LAUNCH  
12/23/06  12:30pm
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section 3.3  community character study

In order to incorporate sense of place values into planning and de-
sign, the qualities of a particular place must be clearly defi ned.  
Vague notions of character will fail to guide the design process and 
decisions.  

In fact, it is prescisely because it is a diverse and multifaceted 
concept that is rooted in personal experience, that sense of place 
notions can aid in fi nding design solutions to vexing land use prob-
lems.

For Prince Rupert, in order to defi ne more precisely the sense of 
place, it was decided to undertake an experiential study that would 
involve the community.  As Susan Dakin argues, more than an 
inventory, this type of analysis can capture the ‘insider’s perspec-
tive’, incite community members to refl ect on their environment, 
acknowledge everyday landscapes, and incorporate a broad range 
of landscape values and meanings in the examination of community 
character (2003).

Resident Employed Photography, or REP, is an experiential type 
of landscape assessment in which community members use pho-
tographs to describe their attachment to place (Dakin 2003).  REP 
has been used in this project to develop a theory of place based on 
resident’s perceptions.  Participants were asked to document with a 
single use camera what they valued about the Prince Rupert water-
front, followed by a short conversation to explain the associations 
they were trying to capture in the photographs.  This method inte-
grates visual and verbal data and is participant-directed; it avoids 
the expert approach of having community members comment on, or 
rate a collection of proposed photographs or images.

selection of participants
Residents of a variety of ages and backgrounds were approached 
for the study.  Their ages range from 15 to 58 and their occupations 
include fi sherman, sea plane attendant, coffee shop owner, student, 
and grocer.  See table 1.4 for a summary of their characteristics.

analysis and interpretation
The participants captured a rich and varied array of experiences, but 
certain themes emerged from the study.  First, is the consistency of 
the places where photographs were taken (see fi gure 5.4).  Three 
very strong nodes emerge - the Cow Bay / cruise ship area, the 
Rotary waterfront park / train station, and the sea plane base.  All 
three are areas with dynamic industrial activity, but also good 
pedestrian access.

Second, is a group of themes emerging from the content.  The 
photographs and conversations revealed how residents consider 
the landscape as heritage, as a place of work, and mostly, as a way 
of life.  The photographs were grouped into four themes (see fi gure 
5.5a-d):

Gender   Male 60%
    Female 40%

Age     0-18 (12%)
    18-24 (12%)
    25-34 (12%)
    35-54 (38%)
    55+ (26%)

Duration of    < 1 month (25%)
data collection  > 3 months (75%)

table 1.4  summary of participant characteristics
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fi gure 5.5 (a-d)  sample of photographs taken by participants 

a) port activities b) vernacular architecture c) wayfi nding d) the rough edge

fi gure 5.4  location of photographs and nodes

cruise ship dockrail yard 

sea plane base

fi shing docks
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a) port activities
b) vernacular architecture
c) wayfi nding
d) the rough edge

Port activities were depicted through views of ships, boats, docks, 
the rail yard, and also through more subtle landscape elements such 
as fi shing nets and old piles.  One resident noted that “the most 
interesting thing about the waterfront is the diversity of activity”.

Vernacular architecture was shot by many people with the buildings 
the most documented being the old train station, Kwinitsa railway 
museum, Pillsbury House, and the buildings of Cow Bay.   With the 
exception of the train station these buidings are made of wood, and 
brightly painted.   

Wayfi nding was consistently documented, primarily through signage 
around Cow Bay where many activities meet, and wayfi nding is im-
portant.  Because many parts of the waterfront are not easily acces-
sible by the public signage plays an important role.

The last theme, ‘rough edge’, incorporates both the natural and cul-
tural processes present on the waterfront.  Most photos were taken 
from land, but some were taken from boat, house-boat and kayak, 
looking back and revealing the waterfront as seen by those who 
work on the water.  While a few people chose to capture just the 
natural beauty of the harbour many outward-looking photographs 
included evidence of a working harbour with either docks, ships, 
houseboats or seaplanes.  Rough edge photos often showed evi-
dence of the tide and were framed to capture both the land and the 
sea.

The signifi cant in Prince Rupert seems to lie in the landscape, the 
meeting of weather, sea, boats and community, amongst the rugged

gests of a once glaciated topography.  In effect, it is not just the 
natural, but the edge where settled meets unsettled that exemplifi es 
the character of this place.  The “rough edge” concept represents 
the interplay of a compact, industrial harbour meeting an ephemeral 
and dynamic environment.
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section 3.4  waterfront activities by season

event

seafest

polar bear swim

cruise ships

ferries

dog-walking

sailpast

youth concert

salmon fi shing

harbour seals

passenger rail

cycle/walk/run

boating

cruise ship fi reworks

sunset

jan feb mar apr may june july aug sep oct nov dec

fi gure 5.6  waterfront activities by season land-based activity
water-based activity

location

waterfront park

rushbrook fl oats

northland dock

ferry terminal

rail yard / millenium walk

waterfront park

varies

harbour

seal cove

train station

rail yard

harbour

mariners park

varies
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section 3.5  strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats

strengths
Views northwest across the Prince Rupert harbour and to the coast 
mountains are breathtaking even under cloud cover.  The Hemlock-
covered mountains protect the harbour, provide a year-round green 
backdrop and add visual complexity to sunsets on the horizon.  

The abundance of shipping and cruise ship activity in the harbour 
provides local animation but also a connection to the world econo-
my.  Despite the geographic isolation and small population (12,500) 
of the city the constant infl ux of ships and movement of goods make 
the city feel more like a urban centre than a rural area.

The Rotary waterfront park is heavily used by the community as the 
only true public space on an industry-dominated waterfront.  The 
steady presence of vehicles and people at the park at almost any 
time of day and in any weather is an indicator of its popularity and 
the interest of the community in reclaiming the waterfront (see fi gure 
5.7).  The park has a large paved open space, seating and a con-
nection with the water - it has become the main site of the annual 
community festival ‘Seafest’.  Adjacent to the park are the historic 
railway museum, Kwinitsa station, and Pillsbury House, one of the 
fi rst houses built in Prince Rupert and among the few residences 
located on the waterfront (fi gure 5.8).

  

Two sloughs on the waterfront are a delight to discover and have 
the greatest indication of the richness of inter-tidal life.  In addition to 
being the areas of highest habitat value in the harbour they reveal 
the dynamism of the tides - especially at low tide when the bright 
green seaweeds are exposed.

Rushbrook fl oats is a strong existing local precendent for combining 
industrial and recreational activities.  Its offers moorage for commer-
cial fi sherman, docks and ramps for the public, as well as swimming 
access for the polar bear swim.

opportunities
The Millennium Walkway project initiated by the City is a new con-
nection that links the major green space in the city (McClymont 
Park) to the waterfront.  The possible extension of this walkway to 
the west could create a continuous link along the water and would 
provide residents living on the west side of the city access to the 
amenities of the harbour.

The idea of a fl oating library, which has remained in the proposal 
stages, is a creative solution to several problems.  It would be a fa-
cility to replace the aging existing library, offers the potential to take 
books to outlying villages and could be a generator of activity on the 
waterfront .  Indeed, a library might provide the momentum

fi gure 5.7  typical line of 
vehicles at Rotary waterfront 
park and Kwinitsa museum

fi gure 5.8 Pillsbury House

fi gure 5.9  existing slough
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for increased cultural programming near the harbour; as a venue it 
could be the hub for fl exible, imaginative programming related to the 
water’s edge.

The offi cial CN “end of track” is a presently unexploited attraction as 
the western terminus of Canada’s historic rail line.  Currently pro-
tected behind a chain link fence, moss has begun to take over the 
rails.  Similarly, the old wooden docks and piles (see fi gure 6.0), left 
to weather and colonized by plants are poignant reminders of an
evolving industrial past and indicators of the coastal processes tak-
ing place every day in the harbour.

The container port viewing area could be established as a perma-
nent public viewpoint once the port is completed.  Located on a 50’ 
bluff overlooking the sea, the viewpoint offers a unique bird’s eye 
view of the large-scale activity below.

Morse and Hays creeks, which are both culverted as they enter the 
sea due to the CNR right of way, would benefi t from being daylight-
ed.  Pedestrian crossings over the streams would allow people to 
be mindful of their role in the waterfront hydrology and increase the 
health of the streams for fi sh.

weaknesses
The waterfront is poorly connected to the city.  A steep bluff, indus-
try, and the CNR physically separate most of the community from 
the ocean.  Prince Rupert currently does not have designated bike 
routes, or city-wide greenways.  The waterfront is an excellent op-
portunity to connect disparate sections of the city as well as the two 
major forested areas within the city which run along Morse and Hays 
creeks.

The shopping mall on the bank overlooking the waterfront is an un-
fortunate visual and physical barrier between the downtown and the 
waterfront (see fi gure 6.2).  

The site of the mall was once CN Park, a landscaped park typical 
of railway parks of the era.  It provided a large green space in the 
centre of the city (see fi gure 6.3).  Eventually, CN cutbacks caused 
the park to be poorly maintained, but its redevelopment in 1975 was 
seen as a loss by many members of the community.

fi gure 6.0  old dock

fi gure 6.1  master plan for container port development
source: Prince Rupert Port Authority

fi gure 6.2  shopping mall
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Access to the waterfront from downtown is limited to a single ve-
hicle road.  Most circulation along the waterfront, and through the 
rail yard is on a poorly maintained gravel road (see fi gure 6.4).  The 
steep bank (approximately 30m) that separates most of the city from 
the water could also be seen as a strength as it affords views across 
the harbour, but poor access remains a major obstacle to improving 
waterfront usage for the public.

threats
The CN train station, erected in 1922, is a heritage treasure threat-
ened by deterioration (see fi gure 6.5).  Currently, it sits vacant as 
funds are lacking for its renovation.  A new tenant or use might spark 
interest in its restoration.  The architect also drew plans for a grand 
railway hotel similar to the Empress in Victoria, which was never 
realized.  The City recently acquired copies of the plans and would 
like to display them in an appropriate location.

fi gure 6.3  CN Park
source: Prince Rupert Public Library

fi gure 6.5  train station

Another more diffi cult to defi ne threat is the potential for too much 
tourist oriented development.  Tourism appears to be a new eco-
nomic pillar of the region, but the city’s unique history and character 
should not be let to fade.

A trail along old railway tracks to Seal Cove has been threatened 
by rockslides, but is an important link to re-establish between Rush-
brook fl oats and the seaplane base.  The steep cliff which caused 
the slides has also precluded development, making it the longest 
stretch of open space along the waterfront.

The new container port development includes upgrades to the rail 
lines to accommodate double-stack freight trains.  Passenger rail 
traffi c is sparsein comparison, with twice weekly runs to Jasper.  
Perhaps the increase in rail infrastructure for international trade 
could be an impetus to support more regional connections as well 
as spark a renewed interest in rail for travel and local trade.

One fi nal threat is contamination.  Industrial and rail activity has left 
contaminated soil on several sites along the waterfront.  Priorities in-
clude dealing with existing areas in question and ensuring that sites 
of high value are protected.

fi gure 6.4  rail yard
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section four: proposed programming
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section 4.1  program ideation

Precedents

- coffee shops/restaurants
- public fi shing wharves
- watch for harbour seals
- smell cottonwood in spring
- visit library
- watch sunset
- watch sunrise
- shop
- watch planes come in 
- have a picnic with a bonfi re
- say a prayer at fi sherman’s 
  memorial
- count eagles
- count varieties of sea life
- kids play at park
- watch parade
- receive warm welcome 
  from everyone 
- theatre festival
- children’s festival 
- walking tours
- take a ferry 
- take a boat

- watch sunset
- listen to rainfall
- observe tidal cycle
                   

Microclimate
Circulation- walk, run, bike

- parade route
- dog-walking
- take a train
- take a ferry
- promenade 

- watch trawlers
- unloading fi sh
- count boats 
- sea smells
- harbour sounds
- hanging out at docks
- waiting for ferry

Vernacular 
Experiences
                   

Community 
Activities

                   

Library- reading room
- archives
- exhibitions
- book trade
- environmental education
- school visits

Time - changing shoreline
- stories / memories
- erosion
- diurnal tidal cycle
- sunrise / sunset
- succession
- rust

- seafest
- concerts
- market
- parade
- polar bear swim
- sailpast
- fi reworks
- cruise ship arrival/
  departure

Design Opportunities

shoreline walks
tidal pools

sunset viewing
harbour activity viewing
high and low viewpoints

picnic / bonfi re areas
bike path

trails
covered stage
wildlife viewing
festival space

experience of rain
exhibition space
fl oating library

arrival dock
public wharves

habitat
fi sh

fl uctuating edges
rough edges

exploring
sitting

playing
boat-building
parade route
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section 4.2  design opportunities - breaking down the elements
                   

shoreline walks  water edges, eroding edges, protection, intertidal zone, arrivals, departures, grade change, millenium walkway
harbour activity viewing  trawlers, ferries, cruise ships, fi sh smells, short views, noisy, unloading the salmon, loading containers

high and low viewpoints  cruise ship, unloading passengers, unloading salmon, ships in port, sun setting, whales feeding 
tides  intertidal species, changing tides, ebb, fl ood, barnacles, seaweed, crabs, starfi sh, weathering, eroding, rust

sunset  changing sky, red, orange, yellow, equinox, solstice, clouds, horizons, long views, moon rise
picnic / bonfi re areas  benches, tables, sunny spot, hot and cold, 

bike path  continuous, varied, surface texture, rest spots, key views, high and low points
trails  corridor, path, forest walk, enclosure, openness, landmarks, central spine, shortcuts

covered stage  concerts, music, plays, watching fi reworks, shelter from rain, local materials
wildlife viewing  bald eagles, seagulls, ravens, crows, deer, starfi sh, seaweed, orcas, seals, grey whales

festival space  seafest parade, community bands, cruise ship arrival, fi reworks, sailpast, food vendors, shishkabobs, bathtub races
experience of rain  wet and dry, storm, downpour, drizzle, mist, period of calm, sunbreak, sound of raindrops, waves

exhibition space  school groups, train station plans, boat-building, end of track 
fl oating library  reading, browsing, delivering books, share ideas, meeting spot, communication, internet, 
arrival dock  waiting, chatting, watching, loading luggage, harbour sounds, propellors, anchors lowering

public wharves  fi shing, sunning, observing, smelling, barnacles, the edge, coffee, sitting on dock
habitat  intertidal, muskeg, bog, water, bedrock, hemlock forest, berries, fl owers, invasive species, succession, eagle trees

fi sh  fi sh smell, taste, salmon, halibut, rockfi sh, eulachon, shiny scales, fi sh eggs, spawning, 4 year cycle, fi sh derby, net, fi shing line
fl uctuating edges  old piles, weathered wood, decaying docks, succession, overgrown, moss, riprap, concrete, new steel

sitting  umbrella bench, waiting for ferry, harbour gazing, rest stop, lunch break, reading, catching sun, movable, sitting walls 
playing - exploring, climbing, running, biking, dog-walking, skateboarding, soccer
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section fi ve: design 
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section 5.1  design principles
                   

Combine coastal & industrial 
process

Establish an exchange between the materi-
als of the built landscape and the surround-
ing coastal climate.  The built landscape can 
record the daily and seasonal cycles of the 
weathering, growth and decay.

1 2 3

4 5 6

Multi-purpose edge Industrial Observation

Push people to the edge Pedestrian ComfortLink town & harbour

Industrial infrastructure can be intertwined 
with passive activities such as walking, jog-
ging, biking, picnicking, kayaking, beach-
combing, swimming, and harbour activity 
viewing.

Viewing areas should coincide with points of 
highest industrial intensity.  Use the natural 
topography to maximize the variety of view-
points.

Town and harbour could be linked by in-
creased access points, utilizing highpoints 
for visual access and daylighting the creeks 
that run through the city to the sea. 

Take activities that typically take place in the 
town and design for them to happen on the 
waterfront.  Examples: a houseboat commu-
nity, festival fi eld, fl oating library, bikeway.

Improve pedestrian comfort by providing 
shelters, designated paths and places to 
rest.
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section 5.2  defi ning the industrial nodes
                   

cruise ship dockrail yard 

seaplane base

cruise ship dockrail yard 

seaplane base

fi shing docks

fi shing docks

container port

old dock
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Container Port

Rail Yard /
Old Dock
    

Cruise Ship
Dock

The Fishing 
Docks

Seaplane 
Base

industrial activity   proposed program     appropriate viewpoint types

section 5.2  defi ning the industrial nodes
                   

watch unloading/loading ships, watch sunset, long 
views, horizons, night viewing, cranes, container 
trains, climbing bluff

observe tidal cycle, train whistle, rust, bonfi res, beach-
combing, shoreline walks, harbour activity viewing, 
festival space, public wharves, rough edges, sitting, 
playing in tidal pools, launch kayak, market stalls, view 
old train 

watch ships come in, count eagles, fi reworks, arrival/
departure, sailpast, concerts, whales feeding, anchors 
lowering, catching sun

watch trawlers, count boats, unloading + process-
ing fi sh, sea smells, harbour sounds, hanging out 
at docks, swim, fi sh derby, clean fi sh, salmon bar-
beques, salmon research, warming hut, stay on a 
boathouse

look for harbour seals, listen to rainfall, watch planes 
landing/taking-off, unload passengers, stargaze, have 
a picnic, count varieties of sea life, explore old founda-
tions, bonfi re

bluff
 

shelter
 

land
 

dock
 

water
 

bluff
 

land
 

shelter
 

land
 

dock
 

shelter
 

land
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section 5.3  proposed interventions - concept master plan
                   

time scale

2hr 13 min

25 min

1hr 30 min

16 min

1hr 16 min

12 min

1hr 3 min

10 min

26 min

5 min

0 min

0 min

Overall Concept
- include public observation and passive participation
  in the industrial landscape
- develop a continuous waterfront circulation system
- enhance the sensorial experiences and character   
  of the working harbour

Prince Rupert Harbour
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section 5.3  proposed interventions - container port
                   

POST-PANAMAX
       CRANE

Container Port
section-A

proposed bluffside bleachers intermodal trains intermodal containers post-panamax crane

container staging areaviewing area

Container Port
- improve bluff access
- create bluffside bleachers
- install night lighting

IN
T

E
R

V
E

N
T

IO
N

S

proposed container port bleachers at sunset
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section 5.3  proposed interventions - new old dock
                   

proposed houseboat community

New Old Dock
section-B

arriving cruise ship

new old dock replanted rail yard

remnant rail cars

daylighted Morse creek

New Old Dock
- build new viewing platform overtop old dock
- establish new houseboat community
- daylight Morse Creek

IN
T

E
R

V
E

N
T
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N

S

new viewing dock overtop old dock
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section 5.3  proposed interventions - rail yard
                   

viewing rail in the old rail yard

Rail Yard
section

IN
T

E
R

V
E

N
T
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N
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section 5.3  proposed interventions - cruise ship dock

Cruise Ship 
Dock 
section-C

existing Mariner’s parkAtlin cruise 
ship terminal

bald eagle proposed viewing platform museum of northern BC McBride street

downtown

Cruise Ship Dock
- create viewing platform at foot 
  of McBride
- install bandstand for concerts in 
  existing Mariner’s Park

IN
T

E
R

V
E

N
T
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N

S

cruise ship viewing platform during fi reworks
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section 5.3  proposed interventions - the fi sh docks

The Fish Docks 
section-D

Rushbrook fl oats

BC Packersproposed fi sheries 
research centre

fl oating cabins

McClymont park extension daylighted Hays creek

coho salmon warming hut viewing stands fi shing fl eet

IN
T

E
R

V
E

N
T
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N

S
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section 5.3  proposed interventions - seaplane base

section D

Seaplane Base 
section-E

harbour sealsstargazing shelter

proposed viewing and picnic areaSeal coveSolitary Island

industrial spool
picnic tables

SECTIONS  1:300

Seaplane Base
- build plane watching shelter
- designate informal picnic/viewing area at    
  old army foundations
- provide low tide access to Solitary Island
- install telescopesIN

T
E

R
V

E
N

T
IO

N
S

telescopes at seal cove seaplane base
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section 5.4  detail plan for the rail yard - site boundary

site boundary

After evaluating the waterfront at the masterplan scale, one of the industrial nodes 
was selected to zoom-in and give an example of how the same design principles would 
play out at the detail scale.

The rail yard node was chosen for several reasons:
• most photographed area in the photo survey
• proximity to downtown 
• interesting edge condition (one of the only existing beaches on waterfront)
• signifi cant land use change (proposal to move rail yard to Ridley Island)
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section 5.4  detail plan for the rail yard - context

existing site context

vacant
building

shingle beach

downtown

shopping 
mall

train station

existing 
waterfront 
park

rail musuem

parking

active rail yard  - to 
be relocated to grain 
terminal on Ridley 
Island

brownfield

site boundary
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section 5.4  detail plan for the rail yard - materials

materials palette

concrete

wood

stone fishing net

tin iron

The materials palette for the design was drawn from industrial and resource materials 
found on the site.  One new material has been introduced - concrete.
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section 5.4  detail plan for the rail yard 

festival fi eld

train 
exhibit

replanted rail yard

tidal pools

scavenger beach

cedar 
viewing
dock 

new CN park

cliff stairs

view to 
harbour entrance

kayak tie-up

active rail line

viewing rail

fl y-ash con-
crete with
embedded 
objects

fl y-ash con-
crete with
crushed rail 
ballast
aggregate

A’

concrete 
mowing 
strip

A

PLAN
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section 5.4  detail plan for the rail yard - section 

replanted rail yard train exhibit

SECTION  A-A’  

scavenger beach

remnant 
box carstidal pool

proposed 
cliff stairs

bikeway

high water

low water

walkway
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proposed circulation

section 5.4  detail plan for the rail yard - circulation 
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scavenger beach
At low tide, a shingle beach is exposed along 
the rail yard, one of the only beaches along the 
waterfront.  Industrial remnants wash up to be 
collected by curious beachcombers.

section 5.5  rail yard visualizations 
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cliff stairs
On the escarpment above the railyard a new park is creat-
ed on the site of a recent fi re.  In addition to affording ex-
ceptional views to the harbour, the park is a pocket green 
space within the downtown.  A new staircase contributes 
towards providing more access to the waterfront.

section 5.5  rail yard visualizations 
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beach steps at high tide
At the high high tide, occurring once every 
two weeks, the tidal pools are fi lled with sea 
water to the base of the beach steps.

section 5.5  rail yard visualizations 
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replanted rail yard
The rail yard is replanted with Mountain Ash, a pioneer 
species that has naturalized on the waterfront.  Planted 
in rows along the tracks, they are a reminder of the box  
cars which once occupied the site.  

section 5.5  rail yard visualizations 
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festival field
Normally overgrown with wildfl owers, the festival fi eld 
is mown for special occasions, such as Seafest or First 
Nations gatherings.

section 5.5  rail yard visualizations 
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remnant box cars

In the busy summer months the remnant box cars in 
the rail yard could take on a variety of uses such as  
market stalls, or a hostel to lodge tourists arriving 
via bc ferries or VIA rail.

section 5.5  rail yard visualizations 
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section 5.6  the railyard over time - hours

hours

viewing rail detail iron rail with steel pipe reclaimed driftwoodThe scavenger beach 
changes hourly with the 
extreme tides of the north-
coast.  Twice a day the 
beach is exposed for walk-
ers and beachcombers.  
Similarly, it is obscured 
twice daily up to its drift-
wood edge.
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section 5.6  the railyard over time - weeks

weeks

concrete path detail fl y-ash concrete with crushed 
rail ballast aggregrate

fl y-ash concrete with
embedded objects

After a number of 
years of exposed 
to the coastal ele-
ments, the cedar 
viewing dock will will 
begin to weather 
grey and blue.  
Hemlock seedlings 
may sprout from the 
decaying piles.
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section 5.6  the railyard over time - months

months

tidal pool detail placed boulders (local schist),
size varies

poured concrete basin

With the tide and 
the seasons, the 
tidal pools will 
change from dry 
to wet, and may 
freeze during the 
winter months.
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section 5.6  the railyard over time - years

years

cedar dock detail existing remnant 
piles

riprap, local schistcedar dockAfter being exposed to the 
coastal elements, the cedar 
viewing dock will begin to 
weather grey and blue.  Hem-
lock seedlings may sprout 
from the decaying piles.
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section 5.6  the railyard over time - decades

decades

railway planting detail existing railway tracksMountain Ash Over time the remnant box 
cars will begin to rust, and 
the planted Mountain Ash 
trees will mature in the 
footprint of the once active 
trains.
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section 5.7  design principles summary

Interventions that combine 
coastal & industrial process

Multi-purpose edge

Push people to the edge

Pedestrian comfort

Link town and harbour

Industrial Observation

3

2

4

6

1

5
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design principles summary 

The design principles created as guidelines for the masterplan are 
equally applicable at the detail scale. In the rail yard these principles 
play out as specifi c design interventions.

The new cedar viewing dock combines coastal and industrial process as 
it provides a platform for viewing harbour activity, and also incorporates 
weathered, decaying piles from an remnant dock which once dominated 
the site.

The beach area becomes a multi-purpose edge by further promoting 
beachcombing activity, providing places to pause and rest, and by cre-
ating some intertidal habitat in the tidal pools. 

Industrial observation occurs in the rail yard, as one track is left active 
for VIA Rail trains arriving twice a week from Jasper.

The proposed staircase from the new CN park down to the railyard links 
the town and harbour for pedestrians.

Citizens are invited to the edge as the festival fi eld exists as a perma-
nent and formal space on the water for community gatherings and 
celebrations.

Continuous pathways along the waterfront provide comfort for pedestri-
ans and bikers and promote the waterfront as an alternative “greenway” 
for commuting from one place to another.
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section 5.8  phasing 

With the exception of the continuous waterfront trail, interventions are 
proposed mainly at the fi ve industrial nodes: the container port, the rail 
yard, the cruise ship dock, rushbrook fl oats, and the seal cove seaplane 
base.  Phasing could be implemented by commencing with minimally 
designed interventions and then phasing in the larger interventions on a 
node by node basis.

  Minimally designed interventions
  
  continuous waterfront trail

  permanent bluff access  

  replanted rail yard
  festival fi eld
  viewing rails

  
  viewing platform   

  McClymont park extension
  viewing stands
  warming hut

  telescope installations
  viewing and picnic area

      

Larger interventions

bluffside bleachers

daylight Morse creek
new-old dock
houseboat community
rail exhibit
cliff stairs
cedar viewing dock
tidal pools

bandstand

daylight Hays creek
rentable houseboats
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section 5.9  concluding remarks

The harbourfront masterplan and the rail yard detail provide a frame-
work for evaluating and re-evisioning Prince Rupert’s waterfront as the 
community undergoes transition.

While in many ways typical of small resource-based towns in British 
Columbia, Prince Rupert also has a character that sets it apart - this 
character is linked inextricably to the water, where an intertwining of 
lanscape and lifestyle takes place on a variety of time scales.

The proposed masterplan employs a ‘light touch’ that seeks more to 
reveal the value already inherent on the waterfront than to impose 
something foreign or entirely new.  Indeed, the viewing platforms and 
structures are a formalization of an activity that already occurs on the 
shoreline.  The main achievement is the increased diversity of visual and 
physical connections between the town and the working harbour, and 
thus between the community and its waterfront.

In many ways the cedar viewing dock embodies what I have tried to 
achieve through design:  to capture the layering of remnant and ac-
tive industrial activity present on the waterfront, and to bring people 
to the edge to experience the evocative and sensorial nature of Prince 
Rupert’s working harbour.
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activity mapping  graphically recording what people do and where, to 
identify patterns of activity
backshore  the zone between beach berm and backshore slope
backshore slope  the bluff landward of the shore, comprised of in situ 
material
bluff  a high steep bank or cliff
buildable land units  parcels of various sizes within a designated 
project area that are suitable for development as defi ned by a prescribed 
development program and land development suitability
cliff  a high, steep face of rock; may be eroded by waved action
coastal area  coastal areas are commonly defi ned as the interface or 
transition areas between land and sea 
double-stack train  a train with well cars that can accept stacked 
intermodal containers
daylight  denoting the excavation and restoration of a stream channel 
from an underground culvert, covering, or pipe
ecology  the study of the relationships between living things and their 
environment
eco-recreation  recreation that involves traveling to relatively undis-
turbed or uncontaminated areas with the specifi c objective of studying, 
admiring, and enjoying the environment as well as any existing cultural 
manifestations (both past and present) found in these areas 
experiential  derived from, or relating to, experience
foreshore zone  (also called littoral or intertidal zone) the part of the 
beach submerged at high tide and exposed at low tide
genius loci  a location’s distinctive atmosphere or ‘spirit of place’
intermodal container  a container of standard size that can be 
loaded intact onto trains, container ships, planes and trucks    
land use planning  the process of organizing the use of lands and 
their resources to best meet people’s needs over time, according to the 
land’s capabilities
longshore system  the movement of sediment along a coastline 
caused by waves striking the coast
master plan  a comprehensive plan that describes and maps the over-
all development concept for an area including present and future land use, 
detailed urban and landscape design, built form and infrastructure 
mosaic  a term used in landscape ecology to describe the patchy char-
acter of habitat as a result of fragmentation by land use

glossary
muskeg  a combination of bog, pools, streams, exposed rock and 
scrubby forest typical of the northcoast of BC offshore zone  coastal 
waters seaward of the nearshore zone
open space  term applied to underdeveloped land, usually land desig-
nated for parks, greenbelts, water features and nature preserves 
phenomenology study of phenomena, or things as they are peceived, 
as opposed to the study of being, or the nature of things as they are
resident employed photography  a landscape assessment 
method in which residents use photography to describe their attachment to 
place
semi-diurnal tide  a tide that rises and falls twice each day
site adaptive design  when the uniqueness of the site remains a 
central force and guide in the development of the design project
stakeholder  the holder of the stakes in a wager; major stakeholders 
are those who stand to gain the MOST in a change
teu  twenty-foot equivalent unit; a standard linear measurement of inter-
modal containers
topophilia  the affective bond between people and place
zoning  process in physical planning in which specifi c functions or uses 
are assigned to certain areas (for example, industrial zones, residential 
areas, open space)
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appendix
intermodal containers
There are fi ve common standard lengths of container: 20ft, 40ft, 
45ft, 48ft, and 53ft.  Most containers are of the 40ft (12.2m) variety 
and are known as 40-foot containers.  This is equivalent to 2 TEU, 
or twenty-foot equivalent units.  Prince Rupert’s container port is 
expected to have a capacity of two million TEU by 2010.

Containerization has revolutionized shipping by reducing port han-
dling costs, lessening problems caused by incompatible rail gauge 
sizes in different countries, and improving cargo security.  Today, 
almost every manufactured product spends time in a container.  The 
various types of containers available include:

• general purpose
• temperture controlled from -25C to +25C
• ventilated containers for organic products
• open top for bulk minerals
• open side for oversized pallets
• tank containers for bulk liquids
• generator
• collapsible

fi gure 6.6  double-stack containers

post-panamax container ships
The term post-panamax refers to vessels which are too large to fi t 
through the Panama Canal.  These ships are longer than 294m (the 
maximum length for the Canal) and higher than 57m.  The proposed 
container port at the Port of Prince Rupert is expected to handle the 
largest existing container ships.


